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Modeling and Analysis of Engine Control Tasks
Under Dynamic Priority Scheduling
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Abstract—In automotive systems, engine control appli-
cations include computational activities that are triggered
by specific rotation angles of the crankshaft, causing their
activation rate to be proportional to the engine speed. In
order to avoid overloads at high engine speeds, these tasks
are implemented to adapt their functionality based on the
angular velocity of the engine. This paper proposes a task
model for expressing a number of realistic features of such
engine control tasks and presents a real-time schedulabil-
ity analysis for applications consisting of multiple engine
control tasks and classical periodic/sporadic tasks sched-
uled by the earliest deadline first algorithm. Differently from
other efforts spent in analyzing engine-control applications,
the presented approach is focused on simplicity, providing
linear-time and quadratic-time schedulability tests based
on utilization bounds. Experimental results are finally pre-
sented to assess the performance of the presented analysis
techniques.

Index Terms—Automotive applications, cyber-physical
systems, dynamic scheduling, real-time systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

TYPICAL engine control software consists of different
kinds of computational activities: periodic tasks, activated

by a timer at fixed time intervals, and angular tasks, triggered at
predefined rotation angles of the crankshaft [1]. Hence, angular
tasks generate a dynamic workload that strictly depends on the
engine speed: the higher the speed, the higher the activation rate.

The major problem with the angular tasks is that, at high
engine speeds, they are activated very frequently, thus gener-
ating a computational demand that may overload the proces-
sor of the electronic control unit. If not properly handled, this
phenomenon could introduce large delays in control actions,
causing a significant performance degradation of one or more
control functions [2].

To prevent such overload conditions, a common solution
adopted in automotive applications is to make angular tasks
adaptive, so that their computational demand can be reduced
at high speeds by disabling some functionality or switching to
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simpler control algorithms [3]. This is typically done by defining
a set of execution modes, each operating within a given speed
range. This approach is also compatible with the engine dynam-
ics: in fact at high speeds, the engine is more stable, and hence,
simpler control algorithms can be applied.

The timing properties of the control software determine the
performance of the engine with respect to several indexes like
power, fuel efficiency, and pollutant generation [1], [4]. Ana-
lyzing and understanding the timing behavior of such software
systems is, therefore, of paramount importance for designing
and validating engine control systems.

The peculiarity of engine control software makes classical
approaches developed by the real-time systems community in-
effective for analyzing its timing properties with a reasonable
degree of accuracy. Their variable rate of activation, together
with their speed-dependent adaptive behavior, originates consid-
erable challenges that cannot be solved by classical techniques
without incurring excessive pessimism. Furthermore, consider-
ing that the timing behavior of angular tasks is strictly depen-
dent on the engine dynamics (specifically, the rotation of the
crankshaft), the physical constraints of the system play a key
role and cannot be neglected in the analysis. All these facts
determine the need for novel analysis techniques, which repre-
sent important building blocks for developing new and accurate
design methodologies for engine control software.

Previous works [5], [6] identified that the exact analysis
of engine control applications requires the adoption of con-
voluted techniques (with respect to the most popular analysis
approaches), which are complex both in terms of computational
cost and human intuition. Motivated by this fact, this paper aims
at taking another look at the analysis of engine control applica-
tions, focusing on simplicity as a primary objective.

Paper contributions: This work presents linear-time and
quadratic-time schedulability tests for engine-control applica-
tions under earliest-deadline first (EDF) scheduling. The tests
are based on utilization bounds that explicitly account for the
physical constraints of the considered systems. The proposed
analysis techniques are supported by a task model that allows
expressing a number of features that are part of realistic de-
signs of engine-control applications. Finally, the paper reports
on an experimental study that has been conducted to evaluate
the performance of the proposed approaches.

Paper structure: Section II presents the system model and
some background. Section III proposes an utilization bound for
an adaptive variable-rate (AVR) task under dynamic conditions.
Section IV proposes an analysis based on utilization bounds for a
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set of AVR tasks activated by the same rotation source. Section V
reports some experimental results carried out to evaluate the
proposed approaches. Section VI discusses the related work,
and Section VII concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND BACKGROUND

In this work, the rotation source (the crankshaft of the engine)
will be characterized by the following state variables: θ the
current rotation angle of the crankshaft; ω the current angular
speed of the crankshaft; and α the current angular acceleration
of the crankshaft. We also assume that the speed ω is limited
within a given range [ωmin , ωmax ] and the acceleration α is
limited within a given range [α−, α+ ], as also true for real-
world engines.

A. Task Model

The considered engine-control applications consist of a set
Γ = {τ1, τ2, . . . , τn} of n real-time preemptive tasks. Each task
can be either periodic (i.e., activated at fixed time intervals),
sporadic (i.e., activated with a minimum interarrival time), or
an angular task (i.e., activated at specific crankshaft rotation
angles). Since angular tasks adapt their workload for different
speeds, they are also referred to as AVR tasks. In the following,
the subset of regular periodic/sporadic tasks is denoted as ΓP

and the subset of angular AVR tasks is denoted as ΓA , so that
Γ = ΓP ∪ ΓA and ΓP ∩ ΓA = ∅. The overall utilization of ΓP

is denoted as UP . For the sake of clarity, whenever needed,
an AVR task may also be denoted as τ ∗

i . Both types of tasks
generate an infinite sequence of jobs (i.e., task instances).

Both types of tasks are characterized by a worst-case ex-
ecution time (WCET) Ci , an interarrival time (or period) Ti ,
and a relative deadline Di . However, while for regular peri-
odic/sporadic tasks such parameters are fixed, for angular tasks,
they depend on the engine rotation speed ω. In particular, an
angular task τ ∗

i is characterized by an angular period Θi and an
angular phase Φi , so that its jobs are activated at the following
angles:

θi = Φi + kΘi , for k = 0, 1, 2, . . .

This means that, when the engine is rotating at a fixed speed ω,
the interarrival time of an AVR task is inversely proportional to
the engine speed and can be expressed as Ti(ω) = Θi/ω. The
angular phase Φi is relative to a reference position called top
dead center (TDC) corresponding to the crankshaft angle for
which at least one piston is at the highest position in its cylinder.
Without loss of generality, the TDC position is assumed to be
at θ = 0. An angular task τ ∗

i is also characterized by a relative
angular deadline Δi expressed as a fraction δi of the angular
period (δi ∈ [0, 1]). In the following, Δi = δiΘi represents the
relative angular deadline.

For the purpose of analyzing the timing properties of engine
control applications that include AVR tasks, it is crucial to char-
acterize the relation between the AVR task parameters and the
dynamics of the crankshaft.

Suppose that a job Ji,k of an AVR task τ ∗
i is released at time tk

with instantaneous engine speed ωk . Following standard phys-

ical equations (e.g., as described in [7]), the release time tk+1

of the next AVR job Ji,k+1 assuming constant acceleration αk

during (tk , tk+1] can be computed as tk+1 = tk + Ti(ωk , αk ),
where

Ti(ωk , αk ) =

√
ω2

k + 2Θiαk − ωk

αk
. (1)

Given the acceleration bounds α+ and α−, the above-mentioned
equation allows computing the minimum and the maximum in-
terarrival times that an AVR task τ ∗

i can experience after the
release of a job at a given speed ω, which are Ti(ω, α+) and
Ti(ω, α−), respectively. In a similar way, the instantaneous en-
gine speed ωk+1 = Ω(ωk , αk ) at the release of the next job
Ji,k+1 can be computed as ωk + αkTi(ωk , αk ), which gives

Ωi(ωk , αk ) =
√

ω2
k + 2Θiαk . (2)

Mode change: An AVR task τ ∗
i is typically implemented [3] as

a set Mi of Mi execution modes with decreasing functionality,
each operating in a predetermined range of rotation speeds.
Mode m of an AVR task τ ∗

i is characterized by a WCET Cm
i and

is valid in a speed range (ωm+1
i , ωm

i ], where ωMi +1
i = ωmin and

ω1
i = ωmax . Hence, the set of modes of task τ ∗

i can be expressed
as Mi = {(Cm

i , ωm
i ),m = 1, 2, . . . ,Mi}.

The WCET Ci,k of an arbitrary AVR job Ji,k can be expressed
as a nonincreasing step function Ci(ω) of the instantaneous
speed ω at its release, that is,

Ci,k = Ci(ω) ∈ {C1
i , . . . , C

Mi
i }. (3)

The implementation of AVR tasks can be performed as a
sequence of conditionalif statements, each executing a specific
subset of functions [3], [7] (also denoted as runnables in the
automotive domain).

B. EDF Scheduling of AVR Tasks

Note that, in engine control applications, the rate-monotonic
priority assignment (which assigns higher priority to tasks hav-
ing higher rate) has little sense, because AVR tasks are, by
definition, activated at a variable rate.

For example, consider an AVR task with angular period
Θ = 2π and a typical production car, where engine speed ranges
from ωmin = 500 r/min to ωmax = 6500 r/min, leading to in-
terarrival times from Tmin ≈ 10 ms to Tmax = 120 ms. Since
generally engine control applications include periodic tasks with
periods in the latter range [1], any fixed priority (FP) assignment
(including rate monotonic) will be not optimal for some engine
speeds. The situation gets worse when considering more than
one AVR task.

This motivates the investigation of different priority assign-
ments that take engine speed into account to support AVR tasks.
The EDF scheduling algorithm assigns dynamic (job-level) pri-
orities to tasks and is known to be optimal on uniprocessor sys-
tems [8]. Under EDF, an absolute deadline d must be assigned
to each job at its release time t to be scheduled. For standard
periodic tasks, the absolute deadline is computed as d = t + D,
where D is the relative task deadline. For an AVR task, such a
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Fig. 1. Possible deadlines of an AVR job activated at speed ω.

rule must be adapted, since the relative deadline is not constant,
but depends on the dynamics of the rotation source triggering
the task. In particular, the relative deadline is a function of the
engine state at the release of a job and the future evolution of the
rotation source in terms of acceleration, as illustrated in Fig. 1.
This reasoning brings to the conclusion that computing the exact
relative deadline of an upcoming job of an AVR task requires
clairvoyance, thus preventing optimality even under EDF.

Nevertheless, it is possible to achieve a safe schedule by
assigning each job the earliest deadline among those that are
compatible with the instantaneous speed at the job activation
(i.e., the one derived assuming the maximum acceleration α+

from the task release on). Using such a rule, the relative deadline
of an AVR task τ ∗

i released at the instantaneous engine speed ω
results to be

Di(ω) =
√

ω2 + 2Δiα+ − ω

α+ . (4)

The above-mentioned equation is obtained as a special case
of (1). Note that since EDF is a job-level FP scheduling policy,
such a deadline will be fixed for the whole execution of the
upcoming job. Biondi et al. [5] showed that, with this dead-
line assignment, EDF scheduling can achieve near-optimal per-
formance in scheduling engine-control applications. Guo and
Baruah [9] confirmed this finding from a more theoretical per-
spective, showing that the speed-up bound of EDF in the pres-
ence of AVR tasks is close to one under realistic acceleration
bounds.

III. UTILIZATION BOUND OF AN AVR TASK

According to a well-established result [10], a task set com-
posed of implicit-deadline periodic/sporadic tasks is schedula-
ble under EDF if and only if the sum of the utilizations of all
the tasks does not exceed one. Besides being exact, this test is
very simple, very fast to execute (linear-time complexity), and
therefore useful for several practical purposes, including the
development of efficient design methodologies.

Unfortunately, this powerful result cannot be directly ap-
plied to engine-control applications. One may still treat engine-
triggered tasks as sporadic tasks with WCET equal to the largest
WCETs of their modes and interarrival time equal to the one
corresponding to the highest engine speed: however, this ap-

Fig. 2. Utilization bounds for an AVR task with three modes
{C 1 = 1 ms, ω1 = ωm ax = 6500 r/min}, {C 2 = 2 ms, ω2 = 3500 r/min},
and {C 3 = 3 ms, ω3 = 1500 r/min}, computed under steady-state (solid
line) and dynamic (dashed line) conditions.

proach generally leads to excessive pessimism and cannot be
considered as a realistic solution to analyze engine-control
applications (interested readers can refer to [11, ch. 10]). How-
ever, considering the simplicity of utilization-based tests, it
would be good to derive a similar result to analyze engine-
control applications without incurring in excessive pessimism,
hence explicitly considering both mode-changes and physical
constraints in the derivation of the test.

Once this bound is obtained, a mixed task set consisting of
1) a subset ΓP of classical implicit-deadline periodic/sporadic
tasks and 2) a subset ΓA of AVR tasks with implicit angular
deadline can be deemed schedulable under EDF if

UP + UA ≤ 1 (5)

where UP is the utilization of ΓP and UA is the utilization bound
of ΓA .

When looking at steady-state conditions, i.e., assuming a fixed
speed ω, the utilization of an AVR task τ ∗

i can simply be com-
puted as the ratio between the WCET of τ ∗

i at speed ω and the
corresponding interarrival time Θi/ω, that is,

ui(ω) =
Ci(ω)Θi

ω
. (6)

Indeed, for a fixed speed, an AVR task behaves as a standard
periodic task. An example of function ui(ω) is illustrated in
Fig. 2 (solid line) for an AVR task with three modes. Being
all speeds ω ∈ [ωmin , ωmax] valid engine speeds, the maximum
steady-state utilization can be computed as

Ui = max
ω∈[ωm in ,ωm a x ]

{ui(ω)}

which, due to the monotonicity of function Ci(ω), can be com-
puted in a closed form as

Ui = max
m=1,...,Mi

{ui(ωm )}. (7)

However, when considering dynamic conditions (i.e., in the
presence of acceleration), function ui(ω) does not provide a safe
bound for being used in an utilization-based schedulability test
like (5). In fact, accelerations of the engine can determine an
instantaneous utilization peak that is higher than Ui . To better
understand this phenomenon, consider a job Ji,k of an AVR task
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τ ∗
i that is released at an arbitrary speed ω. Such a job can execute

for at most Ci(ω) time units. If, immediately after the release
of Ji,k , the engine accelerates with maximum acceleration α+

for an angular distance of Θi degrees, then the interarrival time
to the next job Ji,k+1 results Ti(ω, α+) time units, which is
clearly shorter than the interarrival time of the job under steady-
state conditions (equal to Θi/ω time units). As a consequence,
under dynamic conditions, AVR tasks can generate utilization
peaks that are higher than their maximum computational load
demanded at a fixed speed: hence, function ui(ω) does not
provide a safe utilization bound.

To cast this phenomenon to an example, consider a sim-
ple AVR task τi with two modes Mi = {(5 ms, 3000 r/min),
(2 ms, 6000 r/min)}1 and Θi = 2π. Suppose also that the max-
imum acceleration is able to reduce the interarrival time at
3000 r/min from 20 ms (fixed speed) to 15 ms. While the max-
imum steady-state utilization of τi is equal to 5/20 = 0.25,
dynamic conditions can lead to an instantaneous load equal
to 5/15 = 0.3, which occurs when the engine accelerates with
maximum acceleration after the release of a job at 3000 r/min.

To overcome this issue, a conservative bound can easily be
obtained (see [7]) by considering the reduction of the interarrival
time due to the effect of the acceleration. This reasoning leads
to the definition of a new utilization bound, that is,

u′
i(ω) =

Ci(ω)
Ti(ω,α+)

(8)

represented by the dashed line in Fig. 2. Note that this bound
is valid for any Θi > 0. For any job Ji,k of τ ∗

i released at
speed ω, function u′

i(ω) provides a safe bound on the maximum
instantaneous processor load that Ji,k can demand. Similarly
as argued above for (7), the overall bound U ′

i on the maximum
utilization of τ ∗

i can be computed as

U ′
i = max

m=1,...,Mi

{u′
i(ω

m )}. (9)

This bound can finally be used to construct a safe schedulability
test by simply computing UA =

∑
τ ∗

i ∈ΓA
{U ′

i}, which can then
be used as an utilization bound in (5).

The resulting test has a linear-time complexity both as a
function of the number of tasks and the number of modes of
the AVR tasks. Note that, differently from the case of spo-
radic/periodic tasks where the utilization of a task set can be
used to implement an exact schedulability test, the bound U ′

i

for AVR tasks allows deriving a sufficient analysis only. Intu-
itively, this can be concluded with the following reasoning. Let
m′ be the particular mode for which U ′

i = u′
i(ω

m ′
). This means

that the maximum instantaneous utilization of τ ∗
i is generated

when the task releases a job Jk at speed ωm ′
and, immedi-

ately after, the engine accelerates with maximum acceleration
α+ , thus releasing the next job Jk+1 after T (ωm ′

, α+) time
units. However, this scenario may not happen again for the next
job: Jk+1 is (by construction) released at a speed higher than
ωm ′

but in a mode different than m′ that must have WCET

1In pure physical units, 3000 and 6000 r/min correspond to about 314.159
and 628.319 rad/s, respectively.

C ′′ < Ci(ωm ′
) (being ωm ′

a switching speed); hence, it is pos-
sible that C ′′/T (Ω(ωm ′

, α+), α+) < U ′
i . In other words, τ ∗

i may
not be able to generate a constant computational load equal to
U ′

i in the long run.

IV. UTILIZATION BOUND OF MULTIPLE AVR TASKS

ACTIVATED BY THE SAME ROTATION SOURCE

Typical engine control applications include multiple AVR
tasks with different angular periods activated by the rotation of
the crankshaft (e.g., see [1]). Therefore, this section considers a
set of synchronous angular tasks with implicit angular deadlines
(∀τ ∗

i ∈ ΓA , Φi = 0 and δi = 1) that are activated by the same
rotation source (i.e., the same crankshaft). Moreover, as true in
many engine control applications, we assume that each angular
period Θi is a submultiple of a full crankshaft revolution, that
is, Θi = 2π/q, for some positive integer q.

The utilization bound provided in the previous section can
still be used to analyze such task sets: however, being the AVR
tasks not independent (as they are activated by the same rotation
source), this approach can easily result in an over-pessimistic
analysis.

A. Analysis

Observe that variable ω in (8) denotes the instantaneous speed
at the activation time of τi . Also note that if all the AVR tasks
have the same angular period, they are always activated at the
same time, at the same instantaneous speed. Hence, the overall
task set utilization can be computed by summing their utilization
bounds for each ω, having

UA = max
ω∈[ωm in ,ωm a x ]

{ ∑
τi ∈ΓA

u′
i(ω)

}
.

When AVR tasks have different angular periods, they can be
activated at different rotation speeds due to engine acceleration
or deceleration. For instance, consider the case of two AVR
tasks τA and τB with angular period ΘA = 2π and ΘB = π,
respectively. While τA has only a single activation per revolution
of the rotation source, τB has two activations per revolution. If
ω̂ is the instantaneous speed at the TDC, it is clear that, while
the first jobs of τA and τB are activated at the same speed ω̂,
the second job of τB can be released at different instantaneous
speeds with respect to ω̂. As a consequence, the overall processor
load generated by τA and τB within a revolution can be higher
than u′

A (ω̂) + u′
B (ω̂).

To solve this problem, an upper-bound of the utilization of
each AVR task is computed within a full revolution (θ = 2π),
starting from the TDC at speed ω̂. A full revolution is also the
angular hyperperiod of the angular task set. Since Θi = 2π/k,
for some positive integer k, all the AVR tasks are synchronously
activated at the TDC, which represents the angular critical in-
stant of the task set, that is, the release scenario leading to the
maximum workload in every time window.

Since the engine is subject to accelerations or decelerations,
an AVR job activated between two consecutive TDCs can be
characterized by an interval of possible speeds at its activation.
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Fig. 3. Interval of possible speeds to be considered at the activation of
a task with Θi < 2π. The interval increases as 2π − Θi increases. The
proposed approach aims at identifying the maximum utilization u′

i (ω)
within such an interval.

This interval increases with the angular shift from the TDC:
the higher the shift, the larger the interval. Fig. 3 illustrates the
situation for an AVR task τA with ΘA = 2π and a generic AVR
task τi with Θi < 2π.

Because this interval increases with the angle from the TDC,
the largest speed interval associated with τi is related to the last
job activated during a revolution, that is, the job activated at
the angle 2π − Θi . The analytical expression of such a speed
interval can be derived by computing the maximum (resp., min-
imum) speed reachable from ω̂ under maximum acceleration
(resp., deceleration) α in an angular space θ, that is,

√
ω̂2 + 2θα

as reported in (2).
As a consequence, the set of speeds reachable from ω̂ under

acceleration α ∈ [0, α+] in an angular space (2π − Θ) is

W+(ω̂,Θ) =
{

ω |ω ∈
[
ω̂,

√
ω̂2 + 2(2π − Θ)α+

]}
. (10)

Similarly, the set of speeds reachable in deceleration is given by

W−(ω̂,Θ) =
{

ω |ω ∈
[√

ω̂2 + 2(2π − Θ)α−, ω̂
]}

. (11)

The entire range of speeds reachable from ω̂ is then given by

W (ω̂,Θ) = W−(ω̂,Θ) ∪ W+(ω̂,Θ). (12)

It is worth observing that for AVR tasks with angular period
Θi = 2π, the set W (ω̂,Θ) reduces to a single value, which is
the instantaneous engine speed ω̂ at the TDC. Interval W (ω̂,Θ)
is used in the following theorem to derive an upper-bound of the
utilization imposed by an AVR task during a revolution.

Theorem 1: The utilization of an AVR task τi within a single
revolution started at speed ω̂ is upper-bounded by

ûi(ω̂) = max
ω∈W (ω̂ ,Θ i )

u′
i(ω). (13)

Proof: Let J1
i , . . . , Jki

i be the jobs of τi in a revolution, with
ki = 2π/Θi . Since we are considering dynamic conditions, the
utilization of each job J�

i , � = 1, . . . , ki (as an upper-bound of

Fig. 4. Example of function ûi (ω̂) for the same AVR task of Fig. 2.

Fig. 5. Example of function Û (ω̂) for set ΓA of three AVR tasks. The
utilization bound is UA = 0.364 (dashed line).

its workload) is bounded by u′
i(ω

(�)), where ω(�) is the instan-
taneous engine speed at the activation of job J�

i . Note that, since
the absolute deadline of each J�

i is always assigned based on
the maximum acceleration from speed ω(�) , u′

i(ω
(�)) has to be

used for computing the utilization upper bound of J�
i even when

considering decelerations.
According to the physical constraints determined by the

acceleration bounds of the engine, all possible values of in-
stantaneous speeds ω(�) , � = 1, . . . , ki are included in the set
W (ω̂,Θi). Hence, the overall processor load requested by all
jobs J�

i , � = 1, . . . , ki can be upper-bounded by the maximum
utilization u′

i(ω), with ω ∈ W (ω̂,Θi). �
An example of function ûi(ω̂) is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Using Theorem 1, an upper-bound of the utilization in a full

revolution beginning at speed ω̂ can be computed by adding up
the contribution of each AVR task, that is,

Û(ω̂) =
∑

τ ∗
i ∈ΓA

ûi(ω̂). (14)

To cope with all possible scenarios determined by the different
speeds ω̂, an upper-bound UA on the total utilization of the set
ΓA can be computed as

UA = max
ω̂∈[ωm in ,ωm a x ]

Û(ω̂). (15)

An example of function Û(ω̂) is illustrated in Fig. 5, together
with the corresponding utilization bound UA .

B. Implementation

Despite providing an analytical expression for the utilization
bound UA , (15) does not allow computing the bound in a closed
form, as it involves maximum operators over the continuous
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(i.e., infinite) domain of the engine speed. In the following, a
closed-form expression for UA is derived by exploiting some
properties of the equations introduced in the previous section.

First of all, note that function u′
i(ω) is step-wise monotone:

local maxima occur in correspondence of its discontinuities,
which occur for values of ω equal to the switching speeds of
the considered AVR task. As a consequence, the maximum over
a continuous set in (13) can be rewritten by looking at 1) the
switching speeds into the interval W (ω̂,Θi) and 2) the maxi-
mum speed of the same interval, that is,

√
ω̂2 + 2(2π − Θi)α+ ,

so obtaining

ûi(ω̂) = max
ω∈W (ω̂ ,Θ i )

u′
i(ω)

= max
{

max
m=1,...,Mi

{u′
i(ω

m
i ) |ωm

i ∈ W (ω̂,Θi)} ,X

}

(16)

where

X = u′
i

(√
ω̂2 + 2(2π − Θi)α+

)
.

Second, also (15) can be solved by considering a limited set
of speeds, as expressed by the following theorem.

Theorem 2: The expressions

UA = max
ω̂∈[ωm in ,ωm a x ]

Û(ω̂)

and

UA = max
ω̂∈W∪{ωm a x }

Û(ω̂) (17)

are equivalent, where

W =
⋃

τ ∗
i ∈ΓA

⎧⎨
⎩

⋃
m=2,...,Mi

{√
(ωm )2 − 2(2π − Θi)α−

}
⎫⎬
⎭ .

(18)
Proof: First note that the bound UA provided by (15) is

computed as the maximum of the sum of functions ûi(ω̂) (for
all AVR tasks) over all possible valid speeds ω̂. Hence, its value
must be originated by a particular speed ω̂′ for which at least
one of the functions ûi(ω̂) exhibits a local maximum in ω̂′, for
some AVR task τ ∗

i .
Now, consider one arbitrary AVR task τ ∗

i ∈ ΓA . By studying
its corresponding function ûi(ω̂), it is possible to observe that
it includes plateaus of local maxima for values in the neighbor-
hood of speeds ω̂ that correspond to the switching speeds of
τ ∗
i (see Fig. 4). After each plateau, the function exhibits a dis-

continuity. Consider one of such plateaus and let [ω̂p , ω̂p+1]
the interval of speeds for which it occurs. Since functions
ûj (ω̂) ∀τ ∗

j ∈ ΓA are also piece-wise nondecreasing, by in-

creasing speed ω̂ ∈ [ω̂p , ω̂p+1], the value of Û(ω̂) can either
(i) increase (or remain stable) or (ii) immediately decrease in
correspondence of a discontinuity of some function ûj (ω̂) (for
some AVR task τ ∗

j ). In case (i), speed ω̂p+1 is a candidate value
for UA , while in case (ii), it must be that the local maxima
of Û(ω̂) occurred in correspondence of the maximum speeds
within plateaus of some other functions ûj (ω̂).

Therefore, the maximum value of Û(ω̂) must occur for a
speed ω̂′ that is the upper-bound of one interval of speeds for
which some function ûj (ω̂) exhibits a plateau. By looking at
(12) and (11), it is possible to observe that each plateau occurs
until reaching particular speeds ω̂′ such that min W (ω̂′,Θi) =
ωm

i for some mode m = 1, . . . , Mi . By expanding the latter
equation, it follows that

min W (ω̂′,Θi) =
√

ω̂′2 + 2(2π − Θi)α− = ωm
i

which gives

ω̂′ =
√

(ωm )2 − 2(2π − Θi)α−.

As a consequence, the union of such speeds ω̂′ for all tasks
τ ∗
i ∈ ΓA and for all their corresponding modes m = 1, . . . , Mi

gives the set of speeds to check for finding the maximum value
of Û(ω̂). Such speeds are the ones included in the definition of
the set W in (18). Hence, the theorem follows. �

Based on Theorem 2 and (16), it is possible to conclude
that (17) provides a closed-form expression for computing the
utilization bound UA . This formulation allows implementing
a schedulability test for engine-control applications under EDF
scheduling. Note that (17) requires computingO(|ΓA | · MMAX)
values, where MMAX = maxτ ∗

i ∈ΓA
{Mi}; by looking at (14)

and (16), each of such values can in turn be computed in
O(|ΓA | · MMAX) time. As a consequence, the proposed test has
a quadratic-time complexity, both as a function of the number
of AVR tasks and the number of their modes.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section presents a set of experimental results aimed at
evaluating the schedulability performance of the schedulability
tests presented in this paper.

Systems with a single rotation source (one engine) have been
considered. The speed of the rotation source is assumed to be
limited between ωmin = 500 r/min and ωmax = 6500 r/min2

(typical values for a production car engine). The acceleration
bounds have been selected such that the engine is able to reach
the maximum speed starting from the minimum one in 35 rev-
olutions [12], obtaining α+ = −α− = 1.62 10−4 rev/ms2.

Two experimental studies have been conducted. The first one,
discussed in Section V-A, focuses on the assumptions consid-
ered in this paper, i.e., multiple AVR tasks triggered by the same
rotation source. To ensure a broader comparison with the state-
of-the-art, a second study is presented in Section V-B, where
the approach proposed in this paper is compared against other
analysis techniques for both FP and EDF scheduling under a
common setting in which there is a single AVR task.

A. Multiple AVR Tasks

The following four analysis approaches have been evaluated:
1) the utilization bound provided in Section III, denoted

as U-INDEP, which serves to compare with the case

2In pure physical units, 500 and 6500 r/min correspond to about 52.36 and
680.68 rad/s, respectively.
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where all AVR tasks are pessimistically assumed to be
independent;

2) the utilization bound provided by (17), denoted as
U-SYNC, which takes into account the fact that AVR
tasks are activated by the same rotation source;

3) the maximum utilization under steady-state conditions
considering the dependence of the AVR tasks on the same
rotation source, i.e., maxω{

∑
τ ∗

i ∈ΓA
{ui(ω)}}, denoted

as steady-state; and
4) as a baseline for comparison, the transformation of each

AVR task into a sporadic task, which is performed by tak-
ing the maximum WCET (last mode) and the minimum
interarrival time (maximum engine speed). This approach
is denoted as sporadic.

It is worth repeating that the steady-state analysis ap-
proach provides an unsafe schedulability test.

To our records, no other analysis techniques are available
to cope with the assumptions adopted in this work (i.e., EDF
scheduling and multiple AVR tasks triggered by the same rota-
tion source).

1) Workload Generation: Task sets composed of n peri-
odic/sporadic tasks and three AVR tasks have been considered.
As a representative configuration for engine control applica-
tions [1], the AVR tasks are activated one, two, and four times
per crankshaft revolution. All the three AVR tasks are activated
at the TDC, so that they have no angular phases and angular
periods 2π, π, and π/2.

As a design choice of the workload generator, we required the
presence of a parameter that controls the system load. Unfortu-
nately, we found difficulty in generating a set of AVR tasks with-
out exceeding a given value of processor utilization. This is be-
cause the actual processor load generated by AVR tasks depends
in a nontrivial manner on the speed ranges of their modes—
specifically, on how they overlap in the speed domain—and the
acceleration bounds.

To overcome this issue in generating the task sets, we intro-
duce the notion of synthetic utilization, denoted as U synth and
defined as follows:

U synth = UP +
∑

τ ∗
i ∈ΓA

max
ω∈[ωm in ,ωm a x ]

{Ui(ω)},

where UP is the utilization of the periodic/sporadic tasks. As it
can be noted from its analytical definition, the synthetic utiliza-
tion copes with the maximum steady-state load that the AVR
tasks can generate as if they would be triggered by independent
rotation sources.

This parameter has two convenient properties: first, it pro-
vides an intuitive “knob” for varying the system load: the higher
the value, the higher the actual maximum system utilization; sec-
ond, it simplifies the task set generation, as the WCETs of each
AVR task can be independently generated without introducing
biases.

A parameter ρu ∈ [0, 1] has also been used to control the
percentage of synthetic utilization reserved to AVR tasks. The
periodic/sporadic tasks are generated with the UUnifast al-
gorithm [13] so that their overall utilization resulted UP =
(1 − ρu ) · U synth. The period (or minimum interarrival time) of

such tasks has been randomly selected in the range [3, 100] ms
with uniform distribution.

The remaining portion of synthetic utilization (equal to
ρu · U synth) has been divided between the AVR tasks by applying
the UUnifast algorithm (which guarantees a uniform distribu-
tion), so obtaining the synthetic utilization U synth

i of each AVR
task. Then, each AVR task τ ∗

i has been generated as follows. The
number of modes M has been randomly generated in the range
[Mmin ,Mmax]. The values defining the range are parameters
for the definition of the experimental set. A random mode m′

is selected to have the maximum utilization ui(ωm ′
) = U synth

i .
The utilization Um of the other modes m �= m′ is randomly
generated in the range [σu · U synth

i , U synth
i ], with σu ∈ [0, 1] be-

ing another parameter to control the generation. The maximum
speed ωm of each mode m < M is randomly generated in the
range [1000, 6000] r/min. The maximum speed for mode 1 is
always set at the maximum speed ωmax . A minimum separa-
tion 3000/M r/min between any two switching speeds has been
enforced. The WCET Cm of each mode m is computed as
Cm = Um · (Θ/wm ). Monotonicity of the WCETs has been
enforced.

2) Experiments: A first experiment has been carried out to
measure the schedulability ratio of the considered analysis ap-
proaches as a function of the overall synthetic utilization U synth.
The experiments considered task sets composed of n = 5 peri-
odic tasks and AVR tasks with Mmin = Mmax = 5 modes gen-
erated with σu = 0.5. The synthetic utilization has been varied
from 0.3 to 1.4 with step 0.025, generating 1000 task sets for
each value.

Fig. 6(a) shows the results for ρu = 0.4, while Fig. 6(b) shows
the results for ρu = 0.6. As it can be noted from the graphs, U-
SYNC provides significant benefits for high values of synthetic
utilization, which correspond to scenarios in which the system
has also a high actual load. It is worth observing that, since
the utilization bound used in U-INDEP treats AVR tasks as
being independent, it cannot guarantee task sets with U synth > 1.
Conversely, U-SYNC is able to exploit the fact that the AVR
tasks are activated by the same rotation source, thus enabling
a more accurate test. In fact, it allows accepting task sets with
values of synthetic utilization up to about 1.15.

Note also that, in both the graphs, the transformation of AVR
tasks to sporadic tasks leads to extremely poor performance,
while the analysis under steady-state conditions can result very
optimistic, especially for high values of U synth. By varying the
number of modes of the AVR tasks, it has been observed that the
performance gap between U-SYNC and U-INDEP increases as
the number of modes decreases. The results for a representa-
tive configuration are illustrated in Fig. 6(c) for ρu = 0.6 and
Mmin = Mmax = 3.

A second experiment has been carried out to investigate
the dependence of the schedulability ratio on the processor
load determined by AVR tasks, which has been controlled by
varying the parameter ρu from 0.05 to 0.95 with step 0.05.
For each value of ρu , 1000 task sets have been tested. The
other parameters have been configured as in the first experi-
ment. The results for task sets with U synth = 0.95 are reported
in Fig. 6(d). As clear from the graph, both U-INDEP and
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Fig. 6. Experimental results for task sets that include multiple AVR tasks under six different configurations. The parameters of the configurations
are (a) ρu = 0.4, (b) ρu = 0.6, (c) ρu = 0.6, M m in = M m ax = 3, (d) U synth = 0.95, (e) U synth = 0.95, ρu = 0.4, and (f) U synth = 0.95, ρu = 0.4.

U-SYNC tend to show lower performance as ρu increases.
However, the latter one is always performing the best with
a performance gap up to about 40% for ρu > 0.8. Note
also that, independently of the value of ρu , the analysis un-
der steady-state conditions accepted all the tested task sets,
while the transformation to sporadic tasks resulted completely
ineffective.

A similar trend has been observed by varying the number
of modes M = Mmin = Mmax from 3 to 12. The results for
U synth = 0.95 and ρu = 0.4 are reported in Fig. 6(e). Similarly,
by adopting a variable range for the number of modes (i.e.,
Mmin < Mmax ), no significant differences have been observed
in the experiments mentioned above.

Finally, another experiment has been carried out to evaluate
the dependence of the schedulability ratio on the σu parameter.
The experimental results for task sets with U synth = 0.95 and
ρu = 0.4 are reported in Fig. 6(f). The σu parameter, which
controls the variability among the steady-state utilization of the
modes of AVR tasks, has been varied from 0.2 to 1.0 with step
0.05. For each value, 2000 task sets have been tested. Task sets
have been generated with Mmin = Mmax = 5.

As it emerges from the graph, the performance gap be-
tween U-SYNC and U-INDEP is not particularly affected
by the σu parameter. However, the performance of both the

bounds tends to decrease as σu increases for values higher
than 0.6.

B. Single AVR Task

This section reports other experimental results aimed at com-
paring the approach proposed in this paper against the following
five analysis techniques:

1) the exact EDF analysis presented in [5], denoted as EDF-
EXACT;

2) the exact analysis for FP scheduling presented in [6],
denoted as FP-EXACT;

3) the integer linear programming (ILP)-based analysis for
FP scheduling proposed in [12], denoted as FP-ILP;

4) the VRB-L2 test for FP scheduling proposed in [12],
denoted as FP-VRB-L2; and

5) the transformation to sporadic tasks under FP scheduling,
which is denoted as FP-sporadic.

To enable a comparison with all such techniques, a common
setting targeting task sets with a single AVR task has been con-
sidered. The same strategy reported in Section V-A1 has been
adopted for generating the tasks. The AVR task has been gen-
erated with angular period equal to 2π. Note that, under the
assumption of task sets with a single AVR task, the synthetic
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Fig. 7. Experimental results for task sets that include a single AVR task. The comparison includes schedulability tests for fixed priority scheduling
and an exact test for EDF scheduling. (a) ρu = 0.4 and (b) ρu = 0.6.

utilization defined in the previous section is equal to the uti-
lization U . In the considered setting, the utilization bounds pre-
sented in Sections III and IV are the same: the corresponding
schedulability test is denoted as EDF-UTIL.

Fig. 7 shows some results for task sets composed of n = 5
periodic tasks and an AVR task with Mmin = Mmax = 6 modes
generated with σu = 0.85, where the utilization U has been
varied from 0.2 to 0.975 with step 0.025, generating 1000 task
sets for each value.

From Fig. 7(a), it emerges that the EDF-UTIL test shows
the same performance of the EDF-EXACT test except for high
utilization values, exhibiting a significant performance gap only
for U > 0.95. A similar trend emerges from Fig. 7(b), where
the system load related to the AVR task is higher (ρu = 0.6).
Analogously as it has been observed in [5], theEDF-EXACT test
shows near-optimal performance and a significant improvement
over the schedulability tests for FP scheduling.

VI. RELATED WORK

A task model suitable for engine control tasks has been first
proposed by Kim et al. [14], who derived preliminary schedu-
lability results under simple assumptions. In particular, their
analysis applies to a single AVR task with interarrival time al-
ways smaller than the periods of the other tasks, and running at
the highest priority level. In 2012, Negrean et al. [15] discussed
the problem of analyzing the mode changes of engine-triggered
tasks by means of standard mode-change analysis techniques.
Pollex et al. [16] presented a sufficient schedulability analy-
sis under fixed priorities, assuming a constant angular velocity.
The dynamic behavior of AVR tasks under FP scheduling has
been analyzed by Davis et al. [12], who proposed a sufficient
test based on an ILP formulation and quantization of the speed
domain. An exact response-time analysis of engine-control ap-
plications under fixed priorities has been proposed by Biondi
et al. [6], [17]. Here, the interference is analyzed using a search
approach in the speed domain, where the complexity is con-
tained by deriving a set of dominant speeds, which also avoid
quantizing the instantaneous speed considered in the analysis.
Feld and Slomka [18] derived an analysis that supports arbitrary
angular phases. However, their approach only works for homo-
geneous tasks sets with no periodic tasks. Huang and Chen [19]
addressed the analysis of sporadic tasks with mode changes

under FP scheduling: their approach also allows for different
priorities for each mode.

Considering EDF scheduling, the schedulability analysis of a
mixed set of AVR and implicit-deadline periodic tasks has first
been addressed by Buttazzo et al. [7]. Both steady-state and dy-
namic conditions have been considered for deriving utilization
bounds of AVR tasks. All the AVR tasks have been assumed
to be triggered by independent rotation sources. Biondi and
Buttazzo [20] proposed a schedulability analysis for a set of
engine-triggered tasks activated by the same rotation source.
Their analysis is based on utilization bounds, which, however,
have been only formulated over the continuous domain of the
engine speed. This paper extends [20] by including the following
main additional contributions:

1) a closed-form formulation of the presented analysis tech-
nique, which enables the implementation of a schedula-
bility test;

2) an experimental evaluation, which was completely miss-
ing in [20]; and

3) a detailed discussion for explaining the foundations of
EDF scheduling of engine-triggered tasks.

In 2015, Guo and Baruah [9] proposed sufficient analysis
methods for systems of AVR and sporadic tasks that are man-
aged under EDF scheduling. The authors proposed a pragmatic
approach based on the transformation of AVR tasks to digraph
real-time (DRT) tasks [21]. Speed-up factors of the proposed
schedulability tests have also been presented. Still in 2015,
Biondi et al. [5] presented an exact feasibility analysis for
AVR tasks under EDF scheduling, where the notion of dom-
inant speeds has been used to compute the worst-case workload
generated by an AVR task in a given time window. Their analysis
is limited to AVR tasks with the same angular period. Recently,
Mohaqeqi et al. [22] presented an alternative exact analysis
method for EDF scheduling where AVR tasks are transformed
into DRT tasks: the resulting analysis is similar to the one pro-
posed [5].

Motivated by the theoretical benefits provided by dynamic-
priority scheduling, Apuzzo et al. [23] proposed an OSEK-like
kernel support for engine-control applications that implement
EDF scheduling. A design methodology for selecting the
switching speeds of AVR tasks to optimize the engine perfor-
mance is also available [24].
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VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presented schedulability tests for engine control
applications under EDF scheduling. The tests are based on uti-
lization factors that have been obtained by integrating physical
constraints into the derivation of upper-bounds on the workload
generated by AVR tasks. The bounds have been first presented
as a function of a continuous speed domain; then, closed-form
expressions have been provided to actually implement efficient
schedulability tests. Experimental results have been presented to
assess the performance of the proposed tests, which confirmed
their effectiveness even at high values of processor utilization.
Future work includes the derivation of new analysis techniques
to cope with arbitrary angular phases, the study of partitioning
methodologies for multicore systems, and methods to handle
transient overloads.
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